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1. CTM4 Overview 

1.1. Introduction 

Welcome to the QEI Communicating Turbine Monitor 4 (CTM4) user manual guide this manual 
provides the basic knowledge needed to work on the CTM4. Topics that will be covered include, 
how the CTM4 works, and how to upload the firmware to the CTM4. 

1.1.1. ADMS Overview: 

The ADMS (Advanced Data Monitoring System) is a combination of hardware and software that 
is used to monitor power generating wind farms. The ADMS has two main components: The 
“Supervisor” and the CTM4. 
CTM4: This device attaches to wind farm devices and polls for data. The data is stored until 
requested by the Supervisor. 
Supervisor: The Supervisor is software that is installed on a PC at the wind farm. It collects data 
from all of the CTM4s, displays the Wind Farm status in real time and stores data into a 
database. It can also generate graphs of the data. 
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2. High-Level CTM4 Information 

2.1. How the CTM4 Works 

2.1.1. Data Collection 

The CTM4 connects to a wind farm device (Turbine, Substation or Meteorological Tower [MET] 
typically) and polls it for data at regular intervals. These intervals can vary from CTM4 to CTM4 
but the typical scan rate is four seconds. The data polled for includes instantaneous analog 
values and status points i.e., events. The CTM4 performs calculations on the data at set 
intervals based on the Track Table. The data provided at these intervals is called “Tracked Data” 
Events and tracked data are stored as messages and kept in a circular buffer until the 
Supervisor requests them from the CTM4. 

2.1.2. Events 

Events, also referred to as digital values (digitals), generated by a device vary greatly among 
device types and manufacturers. There is a subset of events called Faults. Faults, are events 
that indicate that there is a problem. There can be hundreds of events for a turbine or 
substation. Some examples include overheating, voltage out of range, oil/hydraulic pressure 
out of range, breaker tripped, etc. 
There are seven status points generated by the CTM4 itself that are used by the Supervisor to 
generate reports and display the general status of a device on the Supervisor screen: 
 

Status  Description 

Online/Offline This is mainly used for turbines. The conditions for Online are generally no 
faults set, not in maintenance and, the turbine is generating power. An 
Online event is generated when the conditions are met and Online is not 
already set. An Offline event is generated when these conditions are not met 
and Online is set. Basically, an event is generated whenever there is a 
transition. 

Ready/Not Ready This is also mainly used for turbines. The conditions for Ready are the same 
as Online, except that the turbine is not generating power. A Ready event is 
generated when these conditions are met and Ready is not set. A Not Ready 
event is generated when these conditions are not met and Ready is set. If a 
device is Online, it is also Ready so both of the status points will be set. The 
PA2 uses Ready/Not Ready events to calculate downtime. 

Faulted An event defined as a fault is set. 

Auto Stop A command was sent from the Supervisor to stop the turbine. Auto Stop 
means that the turbine is set to “free spin” mode. The CTM4 acknowledges 
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the receipt of the command and passes it on to the turbine (if the turbine 
supports commands being sent to it). This does not necessarily mean that 
the turbine obeyed the command and actually stopped. 

Manual Stop Manual Stop is the same as Auto Stop except that instead of going into “free 
spin” mode, the brakes are applied and the turbine is stopped. Again, this 
does not necessarily mean that the turbine obeyed the command and 
actually stopped. 

Maintenance This status can be set from the Supervisor. There is usually a manufacturer 
event that corresponds to this status as well. An Enter Maintenance event is 
generated when the status is set and an Exit Maintenance event is 
generated when the status is cleared. 

Interface Error This status is set when the CTM4 does not receive a response from the 
device for one minute. 

2.1.3. Tracked Data 

Tracked Data is the data that comes from tracks. “Tracks” are the calculations performed on 
analog values on given time intervals. Analog values that are available vary from device type to 
device type and manufacturer to manufacturer. Typical analogs for turbines include active 
power being generated, system temperatures, nacelle yaw, blade pitch, etc. Substations have 
analogs for main line and feeder voltages, amps, watts, etc. METs have analogs for wind speed, 
wind direction, humidity, ambient temperature and so on. Time intervals available are one 
minute, 10 minutes, one hour and daily. The times are not relative to when the CTM4 is started. 
They are calculated every interval, on the interval. For example, a 10 minute track would be 
calculated at 1:00pm, 1:10pm, 1:20pm, etc. Daily intervals are done at midnight. There are 15 
calculations that can be performed on the analogs and are as follows: 

- Average 
- Vector Average 
- Standard Deviation 
- Vector Standard Deviation 
- Maximum Value 
- Time Offset of Maximum 
- Minimum Value 
- Time Offset of Minimum 
- Signed Accumulation 
- Unsigned Accumulation 
- Sample 
- Cycles around Setpoint 
- Time Above Setpoint 
- Time Below Setpoint 
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- Vane at time of anemometer max (MET only) 

What analogs are tracked, what calculations are performed and the intervals they are 
performed on are stored in the Track Table. The Track Table is configured and provided to the 
CTM4 from the Supervisor. Any analog may be selected to be a track.  
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3. CTM4 Hardware 

3.1. TS-7200 PC Board 

The CTM4 uses a TS-7200 PC board from. Every component needed for a PC is embedded in this 
board. Features include: 

- ARM902T 200 MHz CPU 
- 8 MB Strata Flash drive 
- 32 MB SDRAM 
- Compact Flash socket 
- 2 USB 2.0 ports 
- 2 serial ports 
- 10/100 Mbps Ethernet port 
- 20 DIO pins 
- LED output (red and green) 
- Temperature Sensor (optional, commonly used) 

The serial connector on this board is where the CTM4 interfaces with the wind farm device. The 
Ethernet port is where the CTM4 connects to the network. The A/D (COM2, second serial port) 
and DIO pins are used to connect to the daughter board. 

3.2. Daughter Board 

The CTM4 daughter board is the input source for power. The serial port on this board is used to 
connect to a serial network. The most notable feature is the pair of clickwheels. These are used 
to set the CTM4’s network address. If it is configured for an Ethernet network, the clickwheels 
control the last octet in the IP address. If it is configured for a serial network, they control the 
node number. Keep in mind that the node number cannot be 0; that is reserved for the 
Supervisor. The external network address configuration makes field installation much easier to 
do. 

3.3. Miscellaneous Hardware 

Beyond the PC and daughter boards, there are four major components to the CTM4: 

1. The housing 
2. The power supply 
3. The backup battery 
4. The main fuse (which is commonly used to turn the CTM4 off) 

3.4. Optional Components 
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There are two significant optional components for the CTM4, a fiber network interface and an 
FAA light board. The FAA light board is used to interface and control FAA lights that may be on 
the turbine due to their height and proximity to an airport. 
 

CTM4 Diagram: 

 
 

3.5. LEDs 

The CTM4 PC board has a red and green LED that are used to give some visual feedback of what 
is going on and can help with troubleshooting and diagnostics. After the boot sequence flashes, 
here are the programmed sequences and what they mean: 
 

 Red and Green On: autoexec.script is running 
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 Red blinking steadily: CTM program is running. This is commonly referred to as 

the “heartbeat”. The heartbeat is once per second. There is no “irregular” 

heartbeat. 

 Red blinking steadily only: CTM4 time has not been set yet. This is done 

automatically by the Supervisor. 

 Green blinks during heartbeat (the series occurs once per scan):  

1st Blink) CTM4 sent request to the attached device for data.  
2nd Blink) CTM4 received data from the attached device.  
3rd Blink) CTM4 verified that the data from the device is valid.  

 
The frequency of the sets of blinks depends on how often the CTM4 scans the device. 
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4. Troubleshooting 

This section will cover some commonly faced issues when implementing a CTM4.  
 
Symptom: Both LEDs are on and not changing. 
Possible Cause: Binary mode was not set when the code was uploaded. If you go into the CTM4 
and try to manually start the CTM program and it says “Cannot allocate memory,” this is the 
cause. This happened before and the PC board was almost needs to be replaced. 
 
Symptom: The red “heartbeat” LED is flashing, but there is no green LED. 
Possible Cause: The CTM4 time has not been set yet. This is done manually with the CTM4 
Utilities test program and automatically by the Supervisor. Until the time is set, the CTM4 will 
not do much. 
 
Symptom: The green LED is only blinking twice. 
Possible Cause: The data coming back from a poll is not as expected. Check to make sure the 
BAUD rates between the CTM4 and device match. 
 
Symptom: You cannot connect to the CTM4/cannot connect to the company network. 
Possible Cause: Make sure that you changed the IP settings for what you are trying to connect 
to. CTM4s need a static address while the company network uses DHCP. 
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5. Applications 

5.1. General Description 

This document lists the various files used to compile an executable for the CTM4, and 
instructions as to how to load this code into a CTM4.   

5.2. Known CTM4 Builds 

Turbine 

 Gamesa 

 GE (code is labeled for GE1572, but handles turbine types 152x, 155x, 157x) 

 Mitsubishi (also called “Mitsubishi Ethernet” or  “MHIETH”) 

 Vestas (handle most types of Vestas turbines. uses Vestas VMP protocol) 

Substation 

 Per project basis 

MET 

 Per Project basis 

5.3. Updating CTM4 Code 

The general procedure to update files on a CTM4 is to copy the new files over and reboot the 
CTM. In general, new files do not become active until after the reboot. Settings files may either 
be updated by using the utility program CTMUtils, or by copying settings files directly using 
either ftp or CTMUtils (note: earlier CTM4s do not support the copying of arbitrary settings 
files).  

 

Loading a new CTM4 executable requires ftp for loading and telnet for control, or their 
equivalents.  Exact instructions depend on whether you are loading the CTM4 executable, or a 
tar-compressed version of that executable. The CTM4 application must be halted before 
overwriting it directly, but the tar file may be copied to a running CTM4. The executable will be 
replaced on the next powerup.  

 

CTMUtils uses the ADMS communications port to send files, but can only send settings and 
other small files, it cannot be used to load a new CTM4 application. To load an application 
requires Ethernet communication. The IP address of a CTM4 is normally 192.168.1.xxx, where 
xxx is the digital value of the address wheels (address wheels display hex digits). There are two 
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exceptions. For MHIETH CTMs, the IP address is 192.168.2.xxx. And for CTMs designed to run 
over a serial ADMS comm link, the address is always 192.168.1.253.  Once you know the 
address of the CTM4, you will need an ftp window to copy the files (remember to use binary 
mode), and you will need to reboot the CTM4 once the copying is complete. If you’re physically 
at the CTM4, a power cycle is the easiest. If you have access to an ADMS Supervisor or 
CTMUtils, you can send a reset command. Or you can open a telnet window to the same IP 
address, and change the runlevel. Sending the command init 4 will stop the CTM4, sending the 
command init 5 will restart it.  For either telnet or ftp, the username is root, the password field 
is normally empty. 

A settings file may be overwritten while the CTM4 application is running. The CTM4 reads the 
settings files at powerup, and does not refer to them again until the next powerup. Of course, a 
running application may not be overwritten without stopping the CTM4 first.  

If files are copied to the update directory in the appropriate format, on the next power cycle, 
the CTM4 will process that update and copy files accordingly. The general procedure is to 
compress the files using the linux command tar, copy the resulting xxx.tgz file to the update 
directory, and copy a file called update.script to the update directory.  On the next power cycle, 
the CTM4 runs update.script if it exists, and then renames it to update.done.  

Here is a typical typical update.script: 

tar –xzvf update/update.tgz 

rm update/update.tgz 

When copying files to the update directory, first compress the files using the linux command 
tar. The general format to compress three files into one .tgz archive is  tar -zcf update.tgz  ctm 
file2 file3   

The update procedure thus becomes “copying update.tgz” and “update.script” to the update 
directory, then rebooting the CTM4.  The name of the update.tgz must match the name 
contained in the update.script file.  The name of the script file must be update.script. 

Here is a sample DOS batch file to ftp code onto three CTM4’s: 

ftp -s:ctm.ftpscript 192.168.1.132 

ftp -s:ctm.ftpscript 192.168.1.134 

ftp -s:ctm.ftpscript 192.168.1.135 

where the file “ctm.ftpscript” is defined: 

root 

"" 

binary 

cd update 

put gectm.tgz update.tgz 
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put update.script 

quit 

It is also possible to use ftp and copy the uncompressed CTM application. This is discouraged 
for several reasons.  The CTM4 has to be shut down (init 4) during the entire file transfer, unlike 
the copy of the tgz file. The uncompressed app is about three times as large, therefore it takes 
three times as long, with that much more chance for comm errors to present themselves and 
corrupt the applications.  Also, if the file transfer is interrupted for some reason, the 
CTM4would become useless until someone physically visited the turbine to load new code. If 
the tgz file transfer is interrupted, it may be restarted remotely.  

An alternate method of downloading code is using a compact flash card. The CTM4 is set up so 
that if a card is present with a linux operating system, it will start up from that rather than from 
the onboard operating system. This compact flash card could then copy files to the CTM4 as 
needed.  
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6. Glossary 

A 
Analogs: Non-event numerical data read in from the device the CTM4 is attached to. See also: 
Channels, Numerics 

C 
QEI:  Crompton Greaves Automation. This acronym was used to replace SWI after the 
technology was purchased from Second Wind. See also: SWI 
 
QEI Status: Crompton Greaves Automation Status. One-byte variable generated by the CTM4 
and holds the general state of the turbine. This contains data such as Online, Ready, Faulted, 
Maintenance, Auto Stop, Manual Stop and Interface Error. This also applies to Mets and 
substations but in a limited capacity, typically only Faulted, Maintenance and Interface Error. 
Originally called SWI Status, it was updated after the technology was purchased from Second 
Wind. See also: DSB, Status Byte, SWI Status 
 
Channels: Non-event numerical data read in from the device the CTM4 is attached to. They are 
used in conjunction with time intervals to create Tracks. See also: Analogs, Numerics 
 
CPU Card – This is the red card located near the top of the CTM4 enclosure. It is a Linux Single 
Board Computer. Among other features it contains a Compact Flash (CF) card slot, a DB9 Male 
RS232 Port (Device Port), and an RJ45 Ethernet copper port (SCADA Port). 

 

CTM - Communicating Turbine Monitor.  Device to SCADA protocol converter.  Devices include 
wind turbine controller, weather station and substations.  SCADA includes the ADMS package.   

 

CTMUTIL –  This PC Program is the SCADA Master Station simulator. It is used for configuring 
and testing the CTM4 in place of an actual SCADA Master Station. The present software version 
that should be used with this test procedure is listed in “Required Equipment” section that 
follows. 

D 
Daughtercard – This is the green card located below the CPU Card. It contains a DB9 Male 
RS232 Port (COM1, P1) and optional Serial Fiber Port (Inbound U8/U9) for SCADA interface . It 
also can contain one or two additional optional Serial Fiber ports (Outbound) for daisy chaining 
additional CTM4 units. 

 
Device (Turbine) Port - This is a CTM4 communications port used to interface with the Turbine. 
For manufacturing testing, a Turbine Emulator PC program, called VESTAS EMULATOR, is used 
in place of an actual Turbine 
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This port is available from the CPU board (the red board) COM1, via a DB9M RS232 connector, 
or via a small converter board that changes the RS232 port to 1mm Fiber.  

 

Digitals: Event data read in from the device the CTM4 is attached to. Typically they are stored 
as unsigned short integer arrays. Each bit represents the status of one event. See also: Events, 
Status Array 
 
DSB: Device State/Status Byte. One-byte variable generated by the CTM4 and holds the general 
state of the turbine. This contains data such as Online, Ready, Faulted, Maintenance, Auto Stop, 
Manual Stop and Interface Error. This also applies to Mets and substations but in a limited 
capacity, typically only Faulted, Maintenance and Interface Error. See also: QEI Status, Status 
Byte, SWI Status 

E 
Events: Event data in from the device the CTM4 is attached to. Typically they are stored as 
unsigned short integer arrays. Each bit represents the status of one event. See also: Digitals, 
Status Array. Related: Faults 

F 
Faults: They are a subset of Events. Faults are Events that are designated as a problem requiring 
attention. Related: Events 

I 
Instantaneous Values: See also: Analogs, Channels, Numerics 

M 
MET - Meteorological Environmental Tower.  A weather station that is common used on 
Windfarms to collect weather data.  May have several sets of weather sensor at different 
altitudes of the tower 

N 
Numerics: Non-event numerical data read in from the device the CTM4 is attached to. 
Specifically, this refers to the temporary data being used to perform calculations. See also: 
Analogs, Channels 
 

P 
Poll: When the CTM4 requests data from the device it is attached to. See also: Scan 
S 
SCADA (Master) Port – This is a CTM4 communications port used to interface with the SCADA 
Master Station.  Sometimes also called the “Supervisor” or “ADMS” Port. 

This port is RS232 COM1 (DB9M connector P1 on the green daughterboard) or Serial Fiber 
(U8/U9 on the daughtercard, if equipped), or Ethernet copper (shielded RJ45 on the CPU Card).   

 
Scan: When the CTM4 requests data from the device it is attached to. See also: Poll 
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Status Array: Event data in from the device the CTM4 is attached to. Typically they are stored 
as unsigned short integer arrays. Each bit represents the status of one event. See also: Digitals, 
Events 
 
Status Byte: One-byte variable generated by the CTM4 and holds the general state of the 
turbine. This contains data such as Online, Ready, Faulted, Maintenance, Auto Stop, Manual 
Stop and Interface Error. This also applies to Mets and substations but in a limited capacity, 
typically only Faulted, Maintenance and Interface Error. See also: QEI Status, DSB, SWI Status 
 
SWI: Second Wind Inc. This was the original acronym used in the code and documentation. 
Although the acronym changed, the functionality of whatever was named did not. See also: QEI 
 
SWI Status: Second Wind Inc. Status. One-byte variable generated by the CTM4 and holds the 
general state of the turbine. This contains data such as Online, Ready, Faulted, Maintenance, 
Auto Stop, Manual Stop and Interface Error. This also applies to Mets and substations but in a 
limited capacity, typically only Faulted, Maintenance and Interface Error. See also: QEI Status, 
DSB, Status Byte 
 

T 
Turbine – Power generation equipment driven by the wind (a Windmill). 


